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ADVANCES IN AND USES OF GAMMA-RAY FIELD
INSTRUMENTATION AT LOS ALAMOS*

1. Introduction

We are developing a set of tools to be used by the Safeguards Assay Group to solve

problem found in safeguards and the domestic nuclear industry. The tools are also

applicable to problems dealing with the environment, defense, and otherareasof nationti

and intemationrd interest.

We have used extensively the advances in hardware and software since our last multi-

channel analyzer (MCA) development activities over a dwade ago. We are also using our

experience with and feedback from users of our previous instruments.

In analyzing the instrument needs of our constituents and the characteristics of our

previous instruments, which we think have inhibited their broader use, we have concluded

that

● uses for an MCA-type instrument are widely varied and fundamentally changing,and

that any new instruments should include

. a versatile, widely used hardware interface, which is as independent as possible of

hardware standards, and which is

● readily interfaced to the computers or controllers rapidly evolving in the commercial

sector.

*Work supported by US Department of Energy, Office of Safegumds and Security.
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In addition, software tools must be provided that

. rdlow Los Alamos, users, and third parties to quickly and conveniently develop

software specific to the user or the measurement to control the basic instrument we

develop.

~s paper deals mairdy with a miniature and morhdar multi-channel analyzer (M3CA)

and its applications. For more specific hardware, software, and functional details, see

Ref. 1.

2. The system being developed

Oursystem, the M3CA, is composed of a basic MCA, which includes hardwm and

fmware, and a softw~ library that provides an interface between programs written in

high-level languages and the basic MCA (Fig. 1).

The M3CA is targeted at applications that we feel am not adequately adtissed by

commercial instruments such as in-field or in-plant measurements where the instrument

must be canied by a user who needs his or her hands free. We m not directly targeting

network-based systems, although we do have the potential to connect to networks. A

unique and significant feature of our system is that our software allowstheM3CA tobe.

easily integrated into an existing or user created measurement system, many commercial

systems ~quire the user measurement be built into their s~ific software and oprating

syskm. Our software flexibility also allows a user to easily implement new user software

on virtually any computer platform.

From the hardware standpoint, the M3CA provides all the necessary support for

typically used detectors, bias, low-voltage pwer, and variable time coostants. The

performance of the analog electronics is comparable with rack-mounted and mains-powered

systems (Fig. 2). The present M3CA is smaller in volume than any other unit (10x 20 x
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9 cm), and we are reducing its volume by approximately 50%. Its form factor allows it to

be conveniently carried on a belt or shoulder strap. It is approximately 60% of the weight

of commercial units in its larger form. The unit is powered by a ~movable, internal 12 V,

2.2 Ah NiMH compu~r battery that can he carried in a shm pocket. The battery life is

approximately 3.5 to 4.5 hours depending on the load presented by the detector.

The M3CA’Shardware includes a high-petiomtatrce amplifier with two selectable time

constan~, tine and coarse gain adjustments, pulse pile-up rejection (PUR) and dead-time

correction, and active, gatcd baseline restoration (BLR). The PUR and BLR have

automatic thresholds. The ADC is a Wilkensen type with 512 and 4096 channel

conversion gains. It has two 4096 channel conversion memory banks that can be

partitioned into 256 to 4096 channel groups. A unique feature of the hardware is digital

differential nordinearity smoothing. The power supply boti provides low-voltage and

bias power for standard detectors. The processor board has three serial ports, 16-bits of

binary l./O,nonvolatile EEPROM for parameter storage, and a FLASH ROM disk for

program storage. A more complete list of features is given in Ref. 1.

The fmware of the M3CA controls the hardwm in response to commands that come

over a serial interface. The command set includes control for every hardware function, a

read of all status, and control and read back of resident gamma-ray measurement fictions.

The commands are serial ASCII strings composed of an opcnde optionally followed by one

or more arguments and terminated by a carriage return. Res~nses arc also ASCIf with the

one exception of spectral data transfer, which can he either ASCII or binary

The serial interface was chosen because it is widely used and available on virtually all

computers and controllers. While the serial interface is slower than a parallel or bus

interface, the fnware has&n designed to minimize the n~ for high-data transfer rates

by doing binary data transfers, transferring variable numbers of bytes per channel,

rdlowing data transfer while acquiring, and by doing basic calculations in the M3CA.
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In addition to controlling the hardware settings of the M3CA, the fmware handles

communications and internal diagnostics and performs basic gamma-ray meaaumment

macros such as region of interest (ROI) operations ad centroid calculations. Therefore,

the M3CA can make calculations locally from spectral data and paas only the results to the

controller instead of the total spcctnrm. For example, with softwm gain-drift

compensation, the M3CA determines the stabilization ROI, calcdates its centroid, and

sends the results to the controller. On the baais of the transfed Esults the controller

decides whether to change the analysis ROIS.

The embedded contiol and measurement macros and the simple command structure

significantly broadens the field of programmers who can write control and user programs

for the M3CA. With these tools the programmer needs to learn ordy how to command and

make use of the data from the M3CA. In the paat an understanding of how to implement

the functionality of the MCA was required.

The M3CA fmware performs general p~se gamma-ray meaawment type functions

in response to commands sent by a corrtrolleq it does not perform a specific application

measurement. Application programs are contained in the controller comected to the

M3CA. To ~d the pro-em developing applications programs fOr the h’f3cA We

provide a library of C functions to facilitate control of the M3CA. The current library

consists of commordy used functions that provide the capability to set up the M3CA, start

or stop an acquisition, check if an acquisition is complete, and read a spectrum from the

M3cA. ~ addition it provides ~ ~o control finction that allows the programmer to

dmtly access any of the approximately 100 low-level commands defined at the aerial pofi

level. The library handles the communication prottil btweerr the controller and the

M3C~, thus the application prog~er never has to worry about the aCtU~ format Or

parsing of command and response strings or about handshaking and timing.

3. The Controller
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Baause the basic gamma-ray measurement techniques m slowly changing while

computer and intelligent controller technology is very rapidly changing, we have p~sely

chosen not to include a controller in the original M3CA. Instead the user chooses the

appropriate controller for the application, and we provide tools to develop and implement

the controller software. while the fmt non-LANL application was implemented on a non-

DOS intelligent controller, we ex~t most controllers to be DOS-or at least computer—

based. An array of DOS computers ranging from the low-end HP-100 palm-top computer

(Fig. 1) to the very sophisticated DX2-66 or Pentium-based computers can be used;

however, one is not constrained to DOS or to Intel processors. We do envision the

development of a DOS-based front panel, which could be added as in integral part of the

physical M3CA. This front panel would enjoy the usc of DOS compatible languages as

well as a Persomd Computer Memory Card Interface Association wMCIA) interface,

which allows the use of commercially available memory cards, modems, and even Global

Positioning Satellite peripherals.

4. Applications

To check out the hardware during the development, an MCA emdation pmgrarn was

developed using the same software tools provided to users. This program allows for setup

of the M3CA, plots the spectra, calibrates, and provides ROI support. It is not intended to

compete with sophisticated programs produced by commemial companies, however, it is

functioned and it does demonstrate the use of the software tools.

The first non-LANL application, a hold-up measurement system, is described in

Refs. 2 and 3. Fundamentally the use of a more sophisticated M3CA was added to an

existing measurement system which included

● computer-based setup of the M3CA and calibration of the associated detector,
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● existing procedures and an intelligent controller for making gamma-ray measurements

at thousands of sites in the plant,

. and a database for analyzing and managing data and generating reports.

The software packaged for this application is entiderf HMSII (Ref. 3). It is written in

dBASE IV@* and mrrs on standard PCs and laptops, and a compiled version of this

software has been dowrdoaded and tested on palm-sized PCs.

The design of the hold-up measurement plan required personnel with NDA training,

extensive experience in holdup measurements, and a knowledge of facility operations.

These personnel specfi the optimum settings and operating parameters, setup ROIS, and

specifi measurement procedures at vfious points in the plant. This information is entered

into the HMSII program and database.

The menu driven program allows one to dowrdoad measurement information and

parameters into the M3CA and its intelligent controller. Another menu item calls up the

MCA emulation program to acquire a spectrum and check the ROI settings. Detector

calibration is also a program option. After the calibration is complete, a user takes the

M3CA ~d con~ller ~to the plant whe~ memu~ment points am identified by bar codes.

Reading the bar code initiates the measmment sequence of positioning the detector,

acquiring data, and storing results in the controller. This goes on for approximately

1000 points per shift. At the end of the shift, the controller is returned to the compu~r

where the data are transferred from the controller into the computer data base. Analysis is

done, and quality control identifies points still to be measured. A report can also be

generated.

During analysis, data from each measurement point am linked with physical and

mechanical information associated with the measurement location and with the appropriate

*Copyright @ 1994 Borland International, Inc.
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setup and crdibration data to allow an individurd holdup assay resdt to be calculated.

Further analysis can combine contiguous quantitative Rsults to give the holdup quantity for

each piece of equipment, process line, or area.

Batelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories plans to use an M3CA in an environmental

monitoring project. They will use germanium detectors and a program they developed

specifically for this application. The size, weight, form factor, and “programmability” of

the unit wem considerations in their tilsion. We will also be using the M3CA and the

software library in joint projwts with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

5. Applicability to Safeguards

While the actual measummerrts and analysis of the holdup application described above

arc not directly useful to international safeguards, there are many ~uircments similar to

those of the IAEA inspector.

●

✎

✎

●

Measurements are carried out by people who for safety and other reasons should

have their hands free.

There is pressure to make reliable and accuraE measurements in very short times

under difficult conditions.

Much information is combined into the final analysis, which is made independently

from the measurement instrument and controller.

At the end of the measurement a ~sult is desti quicldy and with minimal interaction

by the user.
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For IAEA use the inspctor could carry the smeller version of the M3CA in a briefcase

along with a lap-top computer loaded with data from IAEA Inspector Field Support System

and a palm-top to serve as the M3CA controller and to store data. The inspector would

connect the M3CA to the lap-top to dowrdoad setup parameters in the hotel room before

leaving for the facility, or at the facility. The smaUprdm-top computer with a facility- or

measurement-specific applications progrrun would also be connected to the lap-top to load

information that allows measurement results to be calcdated at the measurement point,

immediately compmd to declared value and repeated if anomalous results were obtained.

The lap-top computer would not he carried into the measurement area. The palm-top

computer attached to the wrist would act as the control panel, user interface, and data

recorder for the M3CA, which is carried on the inspector’s belt or a shoulder strap.

Holsters for the detector and palm-top keep the inspector’s hands free when he is walking

through the plant, inspecting items or manually making notes. After the ins~tor’s lunch

break, he would exchange the battery in the M3CA and proceed with the ~moon

measurements. At the end of the day the data could be transfed using a serial link

between the pabn-top and laptop or via a PCMCIA memory card.

Even though the M3CA is smrdl, it has the qualhy to m~e measurements that now

require larger, non-portable, mains-powered, and less reliable equipment than the presently

used portable MCA (PMCA). The syskm could be used to acquire plutonium-isotopic data

for analysis. The advantage to the IAEA is that one instmment con3dmake all

measurements, where before the PMCA could not be used for plutonium measmments.

This mini-s inspector end technician training, inventory, and maintenance requirements.

The softwere tools allow the IAEA, Los Alamos, or others to efficiently develop user

programs using the M3CA. Libraries m inherently reusable, making the softwere cheaper

and more reliable.

6. Related developments
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For absolute minimum power consumption, we are considering a configuration of the

M3CA fiat wo~d ~pl~ the individual analog-t~rfighal converter and arnpfitier boards

with a single lower-petiormance board that combines the two functions. which board(s) is

used would be transparent to the user program.

To complement the M3CA we have developed a portable neutron coincidence counter

(NCC) electronics package composed of an NCC board with its own processor, and the

same housing, battery, power and bias supplies, and communication and command

structure that was used for the M3CA. It can afso be made to operate in a mode compatible

with the JSR- 11 or JSR-12. The NCC can be expanded to have multiplicity capability and

multiple singles counters. The built-in battery makes it a good candidate to be used in

remote and unattended applications. The NCC board can be used alone, in multiples, with

the M3CA, or with other bards described below.

We have also designed boards with the function of the gamma-ray and neutron detector

boards used with the gamma-ray md neutron detector electronics (GRAND) package. We

have enhanced the design of the ion-chamber board for radiation-based monitoring baaed

on operatiomd experience. These boards can be combined with other personality boards.

Self-configuration capabilities am included in the basic design of our system.

Software libraries are provided for the various boards and instruments. These libraries

can used in control and user programs written in a high-level language such as C, and they

can be mnverted for use with commercial graphical user interface programs such as

LabVIEW. They also provide a basis for adapting these instruments to a sofhvare standard

if one is developed and adopted by the MA. Such a standard would rdlow for efficient

and straightforward integration of the vtiety of instruments used by the IAEA for afl types

of applications.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1. The M3CA(right) mdprdm-top computer.

Fig. 2. The top trace is a high-count-rate spectrum acquired with nuclear instrumentation

modules, a Canberra 2020 amplifier, and an 8075 analog to digiti converter with pile-up

rejection optimally adjusted. Input count rate is do k/s. The lower trace is a low-power

SrnpMler in a portable MCA. me portable, low-power unit actually has high performance

with regard to tire difficult task of pile-up ~jection. The resolutions obtained were

comp-ble.
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